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Response to Comments Made During the May 15,2008 CEC Public 

Workshop Regarding Residential Pool Pumps 


California Energy Commission's Docket number 07-AAER-3-B for the 2008 

Rulemaking Proceeding on Appliance Efficiency Regulations. 


The following are PG&E1s summary of comments raised by various stakeholders at the 
May 15,2008 CEC Public Workshop on Residential Pool Pumps and respective 
responses. 

1. Comment: There seems to be a disagreement between the Association of Pool and Spa 
Professionals (APSP) and the Independent Pool & Spa Service Association, Inc. (IPSSA) 
regarding the validity of proposed standards clarification. 

1. Response: APSP represents builders and dealers, and according to APSP 
representatives at the hearing they are generally supportive. IPSSA represents pool 
service technicians and according to IPSSA representatives at the hearing, they are 
generally not supportive. However, "not supportive" has not been substantiated. 

2. Comment: Pumps do not have a "service factor" so including service factor in a 
pump's total horsepower rating isn't valid. 

2. Response: Technically, this is correct as pump-heads are sized in HP without service 
factors, but "swimming pool pumps", defined as a product consisting of a pump and a 
motor for swimming pool pumping applications, do have a service factor that affects both 
the motor and pump. For example, the Hayward Northstar SP4010, 1HP pump, has a 
service factor of 1.85, resulting on a specified total HP of 1.85. This pump has a 1.85 HP 
motor combined with a pump head that has a larger than I HP impeller. The pump head 
of this product is influenced by the service factor, just as is the motor. On January 1, 2006 
regulations were put into place that require the actual pump size be labeled on the pump, 
rather than just the motor horsepower labeled independent of the potential pump 
horsepower. Furthermore, the total horsepower of the pump must also be shown. This 
total horsepower is the product of the nameplate plus the service factor. 



3. Comment: The proposed regulation that timer controls must be able to control a 
minimum of two functions is not a good policy. There is no need to increase the 
installation cost to the consumer if a multi-function timer mechanism is not required to 
operate a pump that is not regulated. Please consider new language or consider removing 
this requirement. Variable speed pumps normally require more than a two-function timer 
control. 

3. Response: It's true that a time switch capable of two or more speeds is not needed in 
applications where one speed pumping is permissible. Consideration is being given to 
clarification of this regulation. Ideally the regulation should read "two speed time clocks 
are required where two speed pumps andlor motors are required" in the final regulation. 

4. Comment: Many swimming pool owners have older pools that will not perform on 
two-speed pumps. 

4. Response: This regulation was never intended to be successful in every application 
without some fine-tuning of pool operating practices. An example of this would be 
filtering primarily at low speed, but operating at high speed for a couple of hours per day 
to satisfy certain automatic pool cleaner and skimmer requirements. Many of these pools 
have smaller pumps and would allow for a < l  HP pump that does not need to be two 
speed. This is one of the instances in which this regulation isn'tperfect for everything, 
but is good for everything. To help with the aforementioned fine-tuning, we recommend 
that IPSSA provides examples of applications where two-speed will not work, and 
indicate how prevalent those situations are in the marketplace. 

5. Comment: Cost of installation of variable speed pump system is out of reach for many 
pool owners. 

5. Response: This is primarily an issue of cost right now versus lifetime cost. Variable 
speed is more expensive in the short term, but two-speed is also accepted within the 
standard and has been proven to be immediately highly cost effective. 

6. Comment: The cost of installing a new pump motor may be below the $500 contractor 
license requirements. 

6. Response: Contractor license regulations are outside the scope of the energy efficiency 
proceeding and regulations. 

7. Comment: If standards are going to be amended, consider applicability only to pumps 
>one HP. 










